
Coal Region State Rep Brian Smith Supports
Firepoint Energy’s Solution to Pennsylvania’s
Waste Coal Problem

Firepoint Energy

HARRISBURG, PENNSYLVANIA, USA,

May 22, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Firepoint Energy Inc, a Wyoming C-

Corp startup with principal offices

opening in Pennsylvania and Texas,

announces that policymakers in the

state of Pennsylvania are warming to

its strategy to recover rare earth

elements and create renewable energy

while eliminating landfill waste.

Firepoint Energy president Bill Smith

recently spent time in the Pennsylvania

capital of Harrisburg meeting with

Pennsylvania state representatives and

senators who were impressed by the

solution of gasifying waste coal in an

effort to extract its remaining value

while preventing it from further

polluting the environment.

“The technology is a win-win,” state Rep. Brian Smith. “Without Firepoint Energy, these waste coal

piles would continue to slowly pollute our air and water, in addition to taking up loads of space.

Now, we can use these waste piles to help produce jet fuel, and even recover rare earth minerals,

which can reduce our reliance on China.”

Samples of waste coal from sites across Pennsylvania were tested by Conti Labs in Bethel Park,

Pennsylvania. The results of those tests prove that the waste coal piles potentially contain more

than $100 billion of rare earth elements (REEs), along with the valuable minerals lithium,

manganese, and aluminum.

Similar to REEs, all three of those minerals — lithium, manganese, and aluminum — have been

declared to be critical to the U.S. economy and national security.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.king.senate.gov/newsroom/press-releases/king-introduces-bipartisan-bill-to-reduce-dependence-on-china-for-key-minerals-used-in-military-technology-consumer-goods#:~:text=The%20Critical%20Minerals%20Security%20Act,in%20foreign%20countries%2C%20and%20develop


Waste Coal Piles containing rare earth elements

“We are excited to receive the backing and

endorsement of policymakers in

Pennsylvania for our plasma gasification

solution,” added Bill Smith. “Our solution

restores the environment while reclaiming

the considerable value hidden within waste

coal. We expect plasma gasification to

become the standard process for clearing

away the byproducts of coal mining in every

state where waste coal piles are present.”

Firepoint Energy is currently raising the

capital to develop waste-coal-to-energy

sites and mineral processing centers across Pennsylvania. The investment in the initial site will

be in the $100 million range, with some sites costing as much as $4 billion to build. Investment in

these projects is expected to generate thousands of new jobs. 

“The technology is a win-

win,” state Rep. Brian Smith.

“Without Firepoint Energy,

these waste coal piles would

continue to slowly pollute

our air and water, in

addition to taking up loads

of space.”

Representative Brian Smith

Anyone seeking more information or looking to partner

with Firepoint Energy is encouraged to call or fill out the

contact form at www.firepoint.energy.

About the Company:

Firepoint Energy is a newly founded startup seeking to

capitalize on the rare earth elements located in

Pennsylvania and other states with long traditions and

histories in the commercial mining industry. The Firepoint

Energy team has been involved in the plasma gasification

industry for several years, and they now seek to use that

technology and others to harvest the billions of dollars’

worth of rare earths elements presently lying unused on the ground.

Simultaneous to this, they hope to create renewable energy sources as a byproduct of their rare

earth recovery operations, while purifying the environment in the process. We have a long

history of working with alternative energy technologies.

Firepoint Energy is also interested in developing project sites in any other states where the

presence of REEs is detected.

Billy Smith

Firepoint Energy Inc
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https://www.repmikearmanini.com/News/34047/Latest-News/The-Race-to-Reclaim-Earth%E2%80%99s-Critical-Elements-Begins-with-Introduction-of-Legislation-by-PA-House-Republicans
https://www.newsfilecorp.com/release/69542/XcelPlus-Acquires-WastetoEnergy-Plasma-Gasification-Company
https://www.newsfilecorp.com/release/69542/XcelPlus-Acquires-WastetoEnergy-Plasma-Gasification-Company
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